
NAVODILA ZA TRANSFER MED CARIGRADOM IN IZMITOM (Wellborn Luxury 
Hotel) kot so nam jih posredovali organizatorji poslovnega dogodka 
»Match4Industry” 
 

Bilateral meetings will be held at TOSB Automotive Supplier Industrial Park in Kocaeli. On the 

other hand, we are planning to take part in the industry fair that will be held in Kocaeli, on 

the same day of Match4Industry event. So participant companies of Match4Industry event 

will have chance to visit this fair and meet with Turkish companies at the fair as well. We 

may offer you to chance to have a booth at this fair as our partner too.  

 

How to get İzmit/Kocaeli 
 

Transfers from İstanbul to İzmit/Kocaeli will not be provided by us. Only transportation from 

the hotel to meeting points like TOSB, Industry Fair, Company Premises will be provided by 

us. 
 

Istanbul has 2 airports, one /Atatürk Airport is on the European side and the other/Sabiha 

Gökçen Airport is on the Asian (Anatolian) side of Istanbul. 
 

The Asian side of Istanbul is more close to us. So we recommend your clients to fly to Sabiha 

Gökçen Airport (SAW) which is just 70 km away from Izmit/Kocaeli. Coach company Akmis 

Seyahat provides transportation between SAW and Izmit each hour, from 7.00 am to 1.30 

am. Akmis Seyahat coaches are available in front of the airport exit and bus trip to get Izmit 

takes 50 minutes only. One way ticket costs 20 Turkish Liras. 
 

If your clients prefer to fly to Atatürk Airport, first they have to get to Esenler Bus Station 

(Esenler Otogar) from the airport by Subway/Metro. After arriving Esenler they can get on a 

bus to Izmit. Coach companies, Efe Tur and Izmit Seyahat provide transportation between 

Istanbul and Izmit in each half an hour from, from 6.30 am to 11.00 pm. Bus trip to get Izmit 

takes 2 hours or a bit longer depending on traffic. One way ticket costs 17 Turkish Liras. 
 

1 Euro is approximately 2,5102 Turkish Lira at the moment. Exchange offices can be found 

easily at the airport. 
 

Please do not hesitate to contact if you have any question. 
 
 

Kind Regards, 
 

 

Yelda Kanpara 
Özel Projeler Asistanı / Special Projects Assistant 
 

Doğu Marmara ABİGEM 
Kocaeli Merkez Ofisi / Kocaeli Headquarters 
Kocaeli Sanayi Odası Binası  
Fuar içi İzmit / Kocaeli / TURKEY 
Tel : +90 262 323 08 56 - Dahili 106 
Faks : +90 262 325 55 68 
E-mail : ykanpara@abigemdm.com.tr  
Web : www.abigemdm.com.tr  


